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day, in an
university, while giving the lectures that were the basis
for my book The Empty Space, I found myself up on a
platform in front of a big black hole, and right at the
back of that hole I vaguely distinguished some people
sitting in the darkness. As I began to speak, I felt that
everything I said was quite pointless. I became more and
more depressed, for I couldn't find a nat~ral way of
getting through to them.
I saw them sitting like attentive pupils, waiting for
words of wisdom with which to fill their schoolbooks,
while I was cast in the role of a tutor, vested with the
authority that goes with standing six feet above the listeners. Luckily I had the courage to stop and suggest
that we look for another space. The organisen went off,
searched throughout the university and finally came up
with a small room which was too narrow and very un-
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comfortable but where we found it possible to have a
natural and more intense relationship. Speaking in these
new conditions, I at once felt that a new contact existed
between the students and myself. From that point on, I
was able to talk freely and the audience was liberated in
the same way. The questions, like the answers, flowed
much more smoothly. The strong lesson concerning space
that I received that day became the basis of the experiments that we undertook many years later in Paris, in
our International Centre of Theatre Research.
In order for something of quality to take place, an
empty space needs to be created. An empty space makes
it possible for a new phenomenon to come to life, for anything that touches on content, meaning, expression, language and music can exist only il the experience is fresh
and new. However, no fresh and new experience is possible il there isn't a pure, virgin space ready to receive it,

A

remarkably dynamic
South African director who created a Black Theatre
movement in the South African townships said to me,
"We have all read The Empty Space, it has helped us a
lot." I was pleased but very surprised, as most of the
book was written before our experiences in Africa and

i

1tant reference to the theatres of London, of Paris, New
York •.. What could they have found of use in its text?
How could they feel that the book was also for them?
How could it link with the task of bringing theatre into
the conditions of life in Soweto? I asked this question
and be answered, "The first sentence!"

I can take any empty space and caU it a bore stage.
A man wallu aero" this empty space whilst someone
else is watching him, and this is aU I need for an
act of theatre to be engaged.
They had been convinced that doing theatre under
their conditions was an unavoidable disaster because in
the townships of South Africa there ian't a siniJ.e "theatre
building". Ther had the feeling they could JlOt get very
far il they didn't possess thousand-seat theatres, with
curtains and flies, lights and coloured projectors, like in
Paris, London and New York. Then suddenly along came
a book the first sentence of which affirmed that they had
all they needed for doing theatre.
In the early seventies we began doing experiments outaide of what was regarded as "theatres". For the first
three yean we played hundreds of times in streets, in
caf6s, in hospitals, in the ancient ruins of Persepolis, in
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African villages, in American garages, in barracks, be-

automatically had vitality, as contrasted with something

tween concrete benches in urban parks ... We learned
a lot, and the major experience for the actors was playing

that didn't have vitality, which was called "Elite Theatre". At the same time, the "Elite" felt they were priv-

to an audience they could see, as opposed to the invisible

ileged participants in a serious intellectual adventure

audience to which they were accustomed. Many of them

which contrasted strongly with the turgid and devitalised

had worked in large, conventional theatres, and it was

"Commercial Theatre". Meanwhile, those who were

a profound shock to find themselves in Africa in direct

working on "Great Classic Texts" were convinced that

contact with the audience, the only floodlight being the

"High Culture,' injects into the veins of society a quality

sun, which united spectator and performer in the same

way beyond the low-grade adrenaline of a vulgar comedy.

impartial glare. Bruce Myers, one of our actors, once
said: "I've spent ten years of my life in the professional

However, my experience over the years taught me that

theatre without ever seeing the people for whom rm
doing this work. Suddenly I can see them. A year ago,
I would have been panicked by the feeling of nakedness.
The most important of my defences was being taken away.
I'd have thought, 'What a nightmare to see their faces!' "
Suddenly he realised that, on the contrary, seeing the
spectators gave a new meaning to his work. Another aspect of the empty space is that the emptiness is shared:
it's the same space for everyone who is present.

this is quite false and that a good space is one in which
many varied energies converge and all those categories
disappear.
Luckily, when I started working in the theatre I was
totally ignorant of all classifications. The great advantage
that England provided in those days was th~t there was
no school, no master, no examples. The German theatre
was totally ignored, Stanislavsky virtually unknown,
Brecht just a name and Artaud not even that. There
were no theories, so people doing theatre slid naturally
from one genre to another. Great actors could go from
performing Shakespeare to a farce or a musical comedy.

A t the time I wrote The

The audience and the critics followed in all simplicity,

Empty Space, those who searched for a "Popular Theatre" believed that everything that was "for the people"

without feeling that they-or "theatre art"-were being

~

betrayed.
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In the early fifties we presented Hamlet in Moscow
with Paul Scofield, who had played major roles for over
ten years or so and was known in England as one of the

The Russians, especially in that period, had learned
that one can always get out of any theatrical embarrassment with the use of one word: interestins. So they

most brilliant and accomplished actors of his generation.

watched the play, met with Scofield and exclaimed onconvincingly that they had been "most interested". A
Jear later we received a copy of a book written about

This was in the old Stalinist Russia, completely isolatedin fact, I think we were the first English company to
perform there. It was quite an event and Scofield was
treated like a pop star.

the trip by the leader-of the delegation, a Shakespeare
expert at Moscow University. In the book I found a bad

Back in England, we continued to work together for
a while, doing a play by Eliot, another by Graham
Greene. One day, after our season had ended, he was

photo of Scofield wearing his slanting trilby from Expresso Bongo, with the following caption: "We were all

offered the part of a cockney impresario in a musical
comedy, the first of the pre-rock musicals. Paul was very
excited: "It's wonderful. Instead of another Shakespeare
play, I can sing and dance. It's called Expresso Bongo!"
I encouraged him to accept, and he was very pleased and
the play was a success.

a capitalist country. What humiliation for one of the
p-eatest actors of our time to be forced to perform in

While the show was running, an official Russian delegation comprised of about twenty actors, actresses, directors and theatre managers suddenly arrived from
Moscow. As we had been so well received over there, I
went to welcome them at the airport. The first question
they asked concerned Scofield: "What's he doing? Can
we see him?" "Of course," I replied. We arranged tickets
for them and they went to see the show.

~

uddened by the tragedy of the situation of the actor in

eomething called Expresso Bongo in order to feed his
wife and two children!"
I'm telling this story to share with you a f~damental
ldea: that theatre has no categories, it is about life. This
Ia the only starting point, and there is nothing else truly
fundamental. Theatre is life.
At the same time, one cannot say that there is no difference between life and theatre. In 1968 we saw people
who, for very valid reasons, tired by so much "deadly
theatre", insisted that "life is a theatre", thus there was
no need for art, artifice, structures . . . "Theatre is
being done everywhere, theatre surrounds us," they
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said. "Each of us is an actor, we can do anything in front
of anyone, it's all theatre."
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What is wrong with this statement? A simple ~xercise

thing. Now we can see. why a true actor is worth the
enormous daily rate that film companies pay him for
pving a plausible impression of everyday life.

can make it very clear. Ask any volunteer to walk from

One goes to the theatre to find life, hut if there is no

one side of a space to another. Anyone can do this. The

difference between life outside the theatre and life inside,

clumsiest idiot cannot fail, he just has to walk. He makes

then theatre makes no sense. There's no point doing it.

no effort and deserves no reward. Now ask him to try

But if we accept that life in the theatre is more visible,

to imagine that he is holding a precious bowl in his hands

more vivid than· on the outside, then we can see that it

and to walk carefully so as not to spill a drop of its

Ia aimultaneously the same thing and somewhat different.

contents. Here again anyone can accomplish the act of
imagination that this requires and can move in a more

Now we can add some specifics. Life in the theatre is

·or less convincing manner. Yet your volunteer has made
a special effort, so pf!rhaps he deserves thanks and a
five-penny piece as a reward for trying. Next ask him to
imagine that as he walks the bowl slips from his fingers
and crashes to the ground, spilling its contents. Now he's
in trouble. He tries to act and the worst kind of artificial,
amateur acting will take over his body, making the
expression on his face "acted"-in other words, woefully
unreal. To execute this apparently simple action so that
it will appear as natural as just walking demands all the

more readable and intense because it is more concentrated. The act of reducing space and compressing time
ereates a concentrate.
In life we speak in a chattering tumble of repetitive
words, yet this quite natural way· of expressing ourselves
always takes a great deal of time in relation to_ the actual
content of what one wants to say. But that is how one
must begin-with everyday communication-and this is
exactly like in theatre when one develops a scene through
improvisation, with talk that is much too long.
The compression consists of removing everything that

skills of a highly professional artist-an idea has to be

la not strictly necessary and intensifying what is there,

given flesh and blood and emotional reality: it must go :1

auch as putting a strong adjective in the place of a bland
one, whilst preserving the impression of spontaneity. If

beyond imitation, so that an invented life is also a parallel
life, which at no l~vel can he distinguished from the real

.1!l

this impression is maintained, we reach the point where
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if in life it takes two people three hours to say something,
on stage it should take three minutes. We can see this
result clearly in the limpid styles of Beckett, Pinter or
Chekhov.
With Chekhov, the text gives the impression of having
been recorded on tape, of taking its sentences from daily
life. But there is not a phrase of Chekhov's that has not
been chiseled, polished, modified, with great skill and
artistry so •as to give the impression that the actor is
really speaking "like in daily life". However, if one tries
to speak and behave just like in daily life, one cannot
play Chekhov. The actor and the director must follow
the same process as the author, which is to be aware that
each word, even if it appears to be innocent, is not so.
It contains in itself, and in the silence that precedes and
follows it, an entire unspoken complexity of energies between the characters. If one can manage to find that,
and if, furthermore, one looks for the art needed to
conceal it, then one succeeds in saying these simple words
and giving the impression of life. Essentially, it is life,
but it is life in a more concentrated form, more compressed in time and space.
Shakespeare goes even farther. It used to be thought :
that verse was a form of beautifying through poetry•.
Then, as an inevitable reaction, came the idea that verse
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Ia no more than an enriched form of everyday speech.
Of course, verse must be made to sound "natural", but
dlia means neither colloquial nor ordinary. To find the
way, one must see very clearly why the verse exists and
what absolutely necessary function it has to perform. In
fact, Shakespeare, as a practical man, was forced to use
•ene to suggest simultaneously the most hidden psycholopcal, psychic· and spiritual movements in his characters
without losing their down-to-earth reality. Compression
tan hardly go farther.
The entire problem resides in trying to know if, mo•nt for moment, in the writing or in the playing, there
II a spark, the small flame that lights up and gives an
latensity to that compressed, distilled moment. For compneeion and condJ'nsation are not enough. One can alway• reduce a play that's too long, too wor~y, and still
ead up with something tedious. The spark is what matlira, and the spark is rarely there. This shows to what
eatent the theatrical form is frighteningly fragile and
••anding, for this small spark of life must be present
eaeh and every second.
This artistic problem exists only in the theatre and the
.&Bema. A book may have its dull spots, but in the theltre, from one second to the next, the audience can he
loec if the tempo is not right.
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H I now stop speaking . . . we hear a silence . • • but
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II a huge hit and is making a great deal of money in a

you in the palm of my hand, and yet in the next second

very conventional theatre, and sometimes find in it a
epark of life quite superior to what happens when people

your minds inevitably will wander. Unless ... unless

epoon-fed on Brecht or Artaud, working with good re-

what? It is nearly superhuman to be able continually to

eources, present a show that is culturally respectable but

renew the interest, find the originality, the freshness, the

lacking in fascination. Faced with this type of perfor-

intensity, that each coming second demands. That is why,

mance, one can quite-easily spend a dreary evening

compared to other art forms, there exist so few master-

watching something in which everything is present-ex-

pieces in the world's theatre. As the risk always exists

cept life. It is very important to appraise this coldly,

that the spark of life will disappear, we must analyse

clearly, pitilessly, especially if one wishes to avoid being

precisely the reasons for its frequent absence. For this,

influenced by the snobbery of so-called ·cultural criteria.

one must observe the phenomenon with clarity.
Thus it is very important to examine simultaneously
and without preference the classical theatre and the commercial theatre, the actor who rehearses for months and
the one who prepares in a few days, comparing what is
possible when there is a lot of money with what is possible
when there is very little-in other words, all the different

That is why I insist on the dangers that represent a

everyone

•
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paying attention ... For a moment I have

very great author such as Shakespeare, or great works
of opera. The cultural quality of these pieces can bring
out the best or the worst. The greater the work, the
greater the dreariness if the execution and int~rpretation

conditions in which acting takes place.
I wish to compare what can occur only on a regular

is not of the same level .
This is always very difficult to admit for those who
have been struggling, often with difficulty, to find the
means to bring work of a serious cultural level to an

stage, with a set and lighting, with what can take place

indifferent audience. One is nearly always forced to de-

only without lighting, without scenery, out of doors, in

fend the attempt, and we are frequently very disap-

order to demonstraie that the phenomenon of a living

pointed because audiences, in every country, often

theatre is not linked to external conditions. One can go

refuse these works and prefer what we consider to be of

and see a very banal play with a mediocre subject which

lower quality. If one looks carefully, one notices the

ll
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weakness. The great work, the masterpiece, is in fact

a third person is watching, the conditions Of a rehearsal

presented without the one ingredient that can link it to
its audience: the irresistible presence of life. Which

are always transformed.
In our work we often use a carpet as a rehearsal zone,

brings us back to the empty space.

with a very clear purpose: off the carpet, the actor is in

If habit leads us to believe that theatre must begin with

daily life, he can do what he wants-waste his energy,

a stage, scenery, lights, music, armchairs ••. we set off

engage in movements that don't express anything in par-

on the wrong track. It may be true that to make films

ticular, scratch his head, fall asleep ... But as soon as

one needs a camera, celluloid and the means to develop

he finds himselfon the carpet, he is under the obligation

it, but to do theatre there is only one thing one needs:

of having a clear intention, of being intensely alive, sim-

the human element. This does not mean that the rest is •
unimportant, but it is not the primary concern.

ply because an audience is watching.

I once claimed that ·theatre begins when two people ·
meet. H one person stands up and another watches him,,
this is already a start. For there to be a development, a •
third person is needed for an encounter to take place.
Then life takes over and it is possible to go very far- 1
but the three elements are essential.
For example, when two actors play together in are-',

I

have tried the following

experiment in front of an audience: asking two people
chosen at random to come up and just say ''Hello!" to
one another. Then I turn to the audience and ask if this
is the most remarkable thing they have ever seen. Ob-

them to believe that theirs is the only relationship that ,

viously it isn't.
Next I put it to the audience: Can we say that those
five seconds were filled with such purity, such quality,

exists. They can then be trapped into falling in love with '

possessing such elegance and subtlety at every moment

the pleasure of a two-way exchange, forgetting that a

that they are unforgettable? Could you, the audience

three-way exchange is what it's all about. Too much time

swear that for the rest of your life this scene will remain

in rehearsal can end by destroying the unique possibility

indelible in your memory? Only if you can answer yes,

which the third element brings. The moment we feel that

and if at the same time you can also say that "it seemed

hearsal, without an audience, there is the temptation for'

~
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quite natural", only then can you consider what you have

manifest itself in order to participate. It is a constant

just seen a theatrical event. So what was lacking? This
is the crux of the matter. What is needed to take the

participant through its awakened presence. This presence must be felt as a positive challenge, like a magnet

ordinary towards the unique?

before which one cannot allow oneself to be "any-old-

In the N6 theatre, an actor will take five minutes to

how". In the theatre, "any-old-how" is the great and

reach the centre of the stage. How is it that a "nonactor" cannot hold our attention, while a "real actor"

subtle enemy.
Daily life consists of. being "any-old-how". Let us take

doing the same thing two thousand times more slowly can

three examples. For instance, if one is taking an exam,

be so compelling? Why, when we watch him, will we be

or when one speaks with an intellectual, one will endeav-

touched, fascinated? Better yet, why should a great N6
master be even more riveting in his walk than a lesser

our not to be "any-old-how" in thought or in speech, but
without realising it, "any-old-how" will be in our body,

N6 actor with only a quarter of a century of practise
behind him? What is the difference?
We are speaking of the simplest of movements-walking-yet there is a fundamental difference between what
leads to an intensity of life and that which is merely
commonplace. Any detail within a movement will serve
our purpose; we can put it under the microscope of our

which will be ignored and limp. However, if we are with
someone who is in distress, we will not be "any-old-how"

attention and observe the entire simple proce11.
The eye of the audience is the first element which helps.

thoughts.
For an actor's intentions to be perfectly clear, with

If one feels this scrutiny as a true expectation which

intellectual alertness, true feeling and a balanced and

demands at every moment that nothing be gratuitous,

tuned body, the three elements-thought, emotion,

that nothing can come from limpness, but all from alert-

body-must be in perfect harmony. Only then can he

ness, one understands then that the audience does not

fulfil the requirement to be more intense within a short

have a passive function. It does not need to intervene or

space of time than when he is at home.

18

in our feelings, we will certainly be kind and attentive,
but our thoughts may be adrift or confused, and the
same with our bodies. And in the third cas~, when one
is driving a car, the entire body may well be mobilised,
but the head, left to itself, can drift into "any-old-how"
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watches "-there is a potential which may or may not be

eighty have perfectly developed and attuned bodies are
orchestra conductors. All his life, a conductor, without
considering it an exercise, makes movements that begin

realised. To understand this in terms of an art, we will

with the bending of the torso. Like the Japanese, he needs

need to see very precisely what elements create this mys-

a solid stomach so that the rest of his body can make

terious movement of life-and which ones prevent it from

particularly expressive movements. These are not the

appearing. The fundamental element is the body. In all

movements of an acrobat or a gymnast, which originate

the races on our planet, the bodies are more or less the

in tension, but ·movements in which emotion and preci-

same; there are a few differences in size and colour, hut
essentially the head is always above the shoulders, the

sion of thought are linked. He requires this precision of

nose, eyes, mouth, stomach and feet are in the same

feelings give quality to the music and his body, in per-

places. The instrument of the body is the same throughout the world, what differs are the styles and cultural
influences.

manent motion, is the instrument through which he communicates to the players. Thus the aged conductor enjoys

Japanese children have infinitely more developed bodies than those in the West. From the age of two, a child
learns to sit in a perfectly balanced manner; between two
and three the child begins to bow regularly, which is a

the dances of a young African warrior, or the bows of
the Japanese.
A great English conductor from the turn of the century

In our earlier experiment-"a person moves through
a space and meets a second person while another

thought to follow every detail of the score, while his

a perfectly supple body, even though he doesn't perform

very attractive young girls stand all day in front of the

stated that "on the Continent conductors are better prepared because, when they meet a lady, they how to kiss
her hand". He advised all aspiring conductors to bow

lifts and bow each time the lift doors open and close. If

and kiss the hand of all the ladies they should meet.

wonderful exercise for the body. In the hotels in Tokyo,

one of these girls were one day chosen by a director to

When I took my daughter, then three or four years

do theatre, you can be sure that at least her body would
be well developed.

old, to a dance class, I was appalled by the state of the
bodies of the children. I could see children of her age

In the West, among the few people who at the age of

already stiff, without rhythm. Rhythm is not a particular
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gift. Everyone has rhythm in him until it is blocked, and

is fat and clumsy and the one that is yotmg and quick

at the age of three, one should move naturally. But today's children, spending hours motionless in front of.a
television set, go to dance classes with bodies that are

must be equally fine in their sensitivity.
When our actors do acrobatic exercises, it is to develop

already rigid. The instrument that is the body is not as
well developed with us during childhood as in the East.
So a Western actor must realise that he needs to compensate for these deficiencies.
This does not mean th~t an actor must train like a
dancer. An actor must have a body that reflects his
type, whereas a dancer's body may well be neutral.
Dancers-1 speak now of traditional ballet, of classical
aance-have to be able to follow the indications of the
choreographer in a relatively anonymous manner. It is
different for the actor; it is very important for an actor
to be physically conspicuous, to make an image of the
world; there must be small fat ones, tall thin ones, those
who glide quickly, others who lumber heavily • • . This .
is necessary because it is life that we are showing, inner
and outer life, each inseparable from the other. To
have an expression of outer life, one must have strongly
marked types, as each of us represents a certain type of
man or woman. But it is important-and this is where
the link with the Eastern actor lies-that the body that

22

aensitivity and not acrobatic ability. An actor who never
does any exercise "acta from the ahoulden up". Although this may serve him well in filma, it does not enable
him to communicaie the totality of his experience in the
theatre. It is in' fact very easy to be sensitive in language
or in the face, or in the fingers, but what is not given by
nature and must be developed through work is this same
1enaitjvity in the rest of the body, in the back, the legs,
the rear. Sensitive means that the actor is at all times in
contact with his entire body. When he initiates a movement, be knows the exact place of every limb.
In the Mahabhorata we did a scene that was extremely
dangerous; it took place in the dark, with everyone carrying burning torches. The sparks and the drops of boiling oil could easily have set fire to the flowinl scarves of
the thin silk costumes. We were terrified each time by
the risk involved. As a result, we frequently did exercises
with torches so that each of us would kn\>w where the
flames were at any given moment. From the bepaning
the Japanese actor Yoshi Oida was the most qualified
because of his rigorous training. Whatever movement he
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executes, he knows exactly where he has placed his feet,
his hands, his eyes, the angle of his head ... He does
nothing by chance. But if you ask the average actor
suddenly to stop in the middle of a movement and to tell
you, to within a centimetre, where his foot or his hand
is, be will often have the greatest of difficulties. In Africa
or in the East, where children's bodies are not warped
by city life, and where a living tradition compels the~
day after day to sit up right, bow, kneel, walk discreetly,
stand motionless but alert, they already possess what for
us must be acquired through a series qf exercises. This
is perfectly possible, however, because the structure of
the bodies is similar.
An untrained body is like an untuned musical instrument-its sounding box is filled with a confusing and
ugly jangle of useless noises that prevent the true melody
from being heard. When the actor's instrument, his body,
is tuned by exercises, the wasteful tensions and habits
vanish. He is now ready to open himself to the unlimited
possibilities of emptiness. But there is a price to pay: in
front of this unfamiliar void there is, naturally, fear.
Even when one bas had long experience performing, each
time one starts again, as one finds oneself on the edge of
the carpet, this fear-of emptiness in oneself, and of
emptiness in the space-reappears. At once one tries to

~
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fill it so as to get away from the fear, so as to have
aomething to say or do. It takes real confidence to sit
atill or to stay silent. A large part of our excessive, unnecessary manifestations come from a terror that if we
are not somehow signaling all the time that we exist, we
will in fact no longer be there. This is a bad enough
problem in daily life, where nervous, overexcited people
can drive us up the wall, but in the theatre, where all
energies must converge on the same aim, the ability to
recognise that one can be totally "there", apparently
.. doing" n~thing, is supremely important. It is important
for all actors to recognise and identify such obstacles,
which in this case are both natural and legitimate. H one
were to ask a Japanese actor about his playing, be would
acknowledge that he has faced and crossed this barrier.
When he acts well, it comes not from having_previously
built a mental construction, but from having made a
panic-free emptiness within.
In a village in Bengal, I watched a very powerful ceremony called the Chauu. The participants, people from
the village, act out battles, moving forward in little
jumps. They stare in front of themselves as they jump,
and there is in their gaze an incredible strength, an unbelievable intensity. I asked their teacher, "What do they
do? On what are they concentrating to have such a pow-
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erfullook?" He answered: "It's very simple. I ask
to think of nothing. Just to look forward and keep their
eyes wide open." I realised that this intensity would never

.. No, it's too late, I can't change anything anymore,"
purely because they are frightened. They are convinced
that, having erected a certain structure, if it's taken away

I feeling?" or if they had filled the space with ideas. This

they will be left with nothing, that they will be lost. In
those cases, there's no point saying to them "Don't

is hard for the Western mind to accept, having turned

worry," as this is the most certain way of frightening

"ideas" and the mind into supreme deities for so many

them even further. Quite simply, you have to show them

centuries. The only answer is in direct experience, and

that it's not true. Only precise and repeated rehearsal

in the theatre one can taste the absolute reality of the
extraordinary presence of emptiness, as compared with

and performance experiences will permit you to dem-

have come if they had been concentrating on: "What am

the poverty-stricken jumble in a head .crammed with
thinking.
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What are the elements that disturb the inner space?
One of them is excessive reasoning. So why does one insist
on preparing things? It is nearly always to fight against
the fear of being caught out. In the past I knew conventional actors who liked to be given every directorial detail
on the first day of rehearsal and not be bothered anymore. This was absolute heaven for them, and if you
wished to modify some detail two weeks before the open·

ing, they would get very upset. As I like to change every·
thing, sometimes even on the day of a performance, I
can no longer work with that kind of actor, if he or she
still exists. I prefer to work with actors who enjoy being
flexible. But even with them, some will occasionally say,

~

onstrate to an actor that if one doesn't search for security, true creativity fills the space.

So we come to the question
of the actor as artist. One can say that a true artist is
always ready to make any number of sac~ces in order
to reach a moment of creativity. The mediocre artist
prefers not to take risks, which is why he is conventional.
Everything that is conventional, everything that is me·
diocre, is linked to this fear. The conventional actor puts
a seal on his work, and sealing is a defensive act. To
protect oneself, one "builds" and one "seals". To open
oneself, one must knock down the walls.
The question goes very far. What one calls "building
a character" is in fact fabricating a plausible counterfeit.
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So one must find another approach. The creative ap"'
proach is to fabricate a aeries of temporary counterfeits 9
knowing that even if one day you feel you have discovered

laughs 9 until your links with truth, reality and creativity
dissolve invisibly in the merriment. The essential is to
be aware of this process and not be trapped blindly. In

the character9 this cannot last. On any particular day it

the same way, if you are conscious of what provokes fear,

may be the best you can do 9 but you must remember that

you can observe how you set up your defences. All the

the true form is not yet there. True form only arrives at

elements that give security need to be observed and ques-

the last moment 9 sometimes even later. It is a birth. True

tioned. A ''mechanical actor" will always do the same

form is not like the construction of a building 9 where

thing 9 so his relationship with his partnen can be neither
aubtle nor sensitive. When he watches or listens to the

each action is the logical step forward from the previous
one. On the contrary, the true process of construction

I
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involves at the same time a sort of demolition. This means
accepting fear. All demolitions create a dangerous space
in which there are fewer crutches and fewer supports.
At the same time, even when one achieves moments of

other players, it is only a pretence. He hides in his "mechanical" shell because it gives him security.
It is the same for the director. There is a great temptation for a director to prepare his staging before the

an improvisation you feel the presence of the people
watching you-which you must 9 otherwise it makes no

first day of rehearsal. This is quite natural and I always
do it myself. I make hundreds of sketches of the st:enery
and the movements. But I do this merely as ~n exercise 9
knowing that none of it is to be taken seriously the next
day. This doesn9 t hold me back 9 it is a good preparationbut if I were to ask acton to apply the sketches that I
did three days or three months earlier, I would kill every-

sense-and those people laugh, you risk being pulled by

thing that can come to life at the moment of the rehearsal.

that laughter in a direction that you wouldn't necessarily
have taken without hearing the laughter. You wish to

One needs to do the preparation in order to discard it 9
to build in order to demolish . . •

please, and the laugh confirms to you that you are suc-

It is a fundamental rule that until the last moment,

ceeding, so you begin to focus more and more on getting

everything ill' a form of preparation, so one must take

true creativity, in improvisation, U. rehearsal or during
a performance, there always exists the danger of blurring
or destroying the emerging form.
Let us use the example of audience reaction. If during
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risks, hearing in mind that no decision is ever ,_..v.,.
cable.

0

ne of the inherent and ·
evitable aspects of an empty space is the absence of
ery. This does not mean that it is better, for I am
passing judgment, but simply stating the obvious,

I

in an empty space there cannot be any scenery. If
is scenery, the space is not empty, and the mind of
spectator is already furnished. A naked area does
tell a story, so each spectator's imagination, attention
and thought process is free and unfettered.
In these circumstances, if two people move across the
space and one says to the other, "Hello! Mr. Livingstone,
I presume," these words are sufficient to conjure up
Africa, palm trees, and so on. If, on the other hand, he
had said, "Hello ... where is the Metro?" the spectator
would visualize a different set of images and the scene
would he a street in Paris. But if the first person says,
"Where is the Metro?" and the second person anawers,
"The Metro? Here? In the middle of Africa?" aeveral
possibilities open up, and the image of Paris forming in
our mind hegins to dissolve. Either we are in the jungle
and one of the characters is crazy, or we are in a street

au

Ia Paris and the other character is having delusion&. The
abtence of scenery is a prerequisite for the functioning
e1 the imagination.
If all you do is place two people aide by side in an
empty spaee, each detail comes into focus. For me, this
Ia the great difference between theatre in its essential
form and cinema. Witla cinema, because of the realistic
nature of photo-graphy, a penon is always in a context,
never a person outside a context. There have been attempts to make films With abstract settings, witho~t scenery, with white backdrop&, hut apart from Dreyer's
Jeanne cl'Arc, this has seldom worked. If one considers
the thousands ·of great films that have been made, one
can see that the strength of cinema lies in photop-aphy,
and photography involves somebody being somewhere.
In that way, cinema cannot for a moment ignore the social
context in which it operates. It imposes a certain everyday realism in which the actor inhabits the same world
as the camera. In the theatre, one can imagine, for example, an actor in his everyday clothes indicating that
he is playing the pope by wearing a white ski hat. One
word would be sufficient to conjure up the Vatican. In
the cinema this would be impossible. One would need a
specific explanation in the story, such as its taking place
in an asylum and the patient with the white hat having

al
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delusions about the church, without which .,the image

In an empty space, we can accept that a bottle is a

could not make sense. In the theatre, the imagination
fills the space, whereas the cinema screen represents the
whole, demanding that everything in the frame be linked

rocket and that it will take us to meet a real person on
Venus. A fraction of a second later it can change both
in time and space. It is enough for an actor to ask, "How

in a logically coherent manner.
Emptiness in the theatre allows the imagination to fill

many centuries have I been here?" and we make a giant
leap forward. The actor can be on Venus, then in a

the gaps. Paradoxically, the less one gives the imagina-

supermarket, go backw:ards and forwards in time, return

tion, the happier it is, because it is a muscle that enjoys

to being the narrator, take off again in a rocket and so
on within a few seconds with the help of a minimum
nunilier of words. This is possible if we are in a free

playing games.
If we talk about "audience participation" what do we
mean? In the sixties we dreamed of an audience "participating". Naively, we thought that participating meant
demonstrating with one's body, jumping onto the stage,
running around and being part of the group of actors.
Indeed, everything is possible and this kind of "happening" can sometimes be quite interesting, but "participation" is something else. It consists in becoming an
accomplice to the action and accepting that a bottle becomes the tower of Pisa, or a rocket to the moon. The
imagination will happily play this kind of game on condition that the actor be "nowhere". If behind him there
is one single element of scenery to illustrate "spaceship"

space. All conventions are imaginable, hut they depend
on the absence of rigid forms.
The experiments we made in this area began in the
seventies with what we called The Carpet Show. During
our travels, to Africa and other parts of the world, all
we would take with us was a small carpet that defined
the area on which we would work. It was through this
that we experienced the technical basis of Shakespearean
theatre. We saw that the best way to study Shakespeare
was not to exall)ine reconstructions of Elizabethan theatres, but-simply to do improvisations around a carpet.
We realised that it was possible to begin a scene standing,

or "Manhattan office", a cinematographic plausibility
immediately intervenes and one is locked into the logical

end it by sitting down, and in standing up again find
oneself in another country, at another time, without los-

confines of the set.

ing the tempo of the story. In Shakespeare, there are

~
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sc.,nes where two people are walking in an enclosed space

that create this relationship but the story, the action

and suddenly find themselves in the open without any
noticeable break. One part of the scene is indoors, an-

itself. He is a thief, she is rich, along comes a judge: the
human relationship between the woman, the thief and

other outdoors, without any indication of the point at

the judge creates the context. The setting, in the living

which the transition occurs.
Several Shakespeare specialists have written volumes

sense of the word, is created in a dynamic and totally

on this subject, frequently raisin~ the question of his use
of "double time". "How is it that this great author did
not notice his mistake when at one point in his text he

free manner by the interaction of the characters. The
entire "play", including the text and all its social and
political implications, will be the direct expression of the
underlying tensions.
If one finds oneself in a realiatic set, with a window

says an action has lasted three years, at another point a
year and a half and in reality only two minutes," they

for the thief to climb through, a safe to crack, a door

ask. "How could this clumsy writer have written his first

for the rich lady to open . . • then cinema can do it bet-

sentence indicating that we are "inside", and in the following sentence write something like "Look at this tree",
.
.
which implies that we are in a forest?" It is surely obvious

ter! In conditions· that imitate ordinary life, the rhythm

when the emphasia is on human relationships. What holds

will have the flabbiness of our basic daily activities, and
it is here that the editor of a film steps in, using his
scissors to cut away all the bits of movement that are of
no interest. The filmmaker has an advantage which the
theatre director will acquire only if he leaves the realistic
set and turns to the open stage. Then theatre, by being

our attention is the interplay between one person and

theatrical, comes to life again. This brings us back to

another; the social context, always present in life, is not

our starting point: for there to be a difference between

shown but is established by the other characters. It the

theatre and non-theatre, between everyday life and the-

relationship between a rich woman and a thief is the

atrical life, there needs to be a compression of time that

subject of the action, it is neither the set nor the props

is inseparable from an intensification of energy. This is

that Shakespeare was writing theatre for an infinite space
within undefined time.
One ill not bound by a unity of place, a unity of time,

M
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what creates a strong link with the spectator. This is why,
in most forms of village and popular theatre, music plays
an essential role in raising the energy level.

THE SLYNESS OF BOREDOM

mance, not by trying to appeal to the spectator's ear in
a separate language of his own. ·

Music begins with a beat. The simple presence of a
pulse or a throb is already a tightening of the action and
a sharpening of the interest. Then other instruments

The theatre is perhaps one
of the most difficult arts, for three connections must be

enter to play more and more sophisticated roles-always
in relation to the action. I need to stress this point. Music

accomplished ~imultaneously and in perfect harmony:
links between the actor and his inner life, his partners
and the audience.

in theatre---as popular forms have always recognised
pragmatically--only exists in relation to the performing
energies. It has no connection at all with the stylistic
questions that belong to the mainstream of composed
music as it evolves, school by school, over the centuries.
This is something very easy for a performing musician
to understand, provided that he is interested in following
and developing the energies of an actor. It is, however,
very hard for a composer to accept this. I am not in any
way.attacking composers, only explaining how for many
years we have found that a musical form intimately related to the actors' work has come from perfo~ musicians who from the start have been an integral part of
the group's activities. Of coune, a composer can make
magnificent contributions, but only if he recognizes that
he must enter into the unified language of the perfor-

a2

First, the actor must be in a deep, secret relationship
with his most intimate sources of meaning. The great
storytellers I've seen in teahouses in AfPanistan and
Iran recall ancient myths with much joy, but also with
inner gravity. At every moment they open themselves to
their audiences, not to please them, but to share with
them the qualities of a sacred text. In India, the great
storytellers who tell the Mohabhoroto in the temples
never lose contact with the .grandeur of the myth that
they are in the process of reliving. They have an ear
turned inwards as well as outwards. This is as it should
be for every true actor. It means being in two worlds at
the same time.
This is very difficult and complex, and leads to the
second challenge. If he plays Hamlet or King Lear and
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is listening to the response to myth in the most hidden
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areas of his psyche, he must still be completely in touch

tension, no subdivisions, when the ensemble acting is
seamless and pure.

with the other actors. One part of his creative life, at

In the rehearsal period one must take care not to go

the moment he performs; must be turned inwards. Can

too far too soon. Actors who exhibit themselves emo-

he do this truly-100 percent-without ever letting it

tionally too early on often become incapable of finding

cut him off, even for a moment, from the person standing

true relationships with one another. In France I had to

before him? This is so incredibly difficult that this is

stress this because of the readiness of many actors to

where there is the greatest temptation to cheat. One often

plunge immediately into the joys of letting themselves go.

sees actors, sometimes very great actors-and opera
singers above all-conscious of their reputation, totally

EV'en if the text is written so as to be spoken strongly,
we often need to begin by rehearsing in the greatest in-

involved with themselves and only pretending to play

timacy, so as not to dissipate our energy. However, where

with their partner. This immersion in themselves can't
be written off simply as vanity or narcissism. On the
contrary, it can come from a profound artistic concern,

the actors are in the habit of beginning huddled around

which unfortunately does not go as far as to totally include the other person. A Lear will pretend to play with
his Cordelia, with a vety skillful imitation of looking and
liatening, hut in fact he is only concerned with being a
polite partner, which is very different from being one of

a tabie, protected by scarves and cups of coffee, it is,
on the contrary, vital to liberate the creativity of the
whole body by movement and improvisatio~. To be sufficiently free to feel a relationship, it is often useful to
improve a text with other words, other movements. But
of course, all this is a temporary passage, made to reach
that very difficult and elusive thing which consists of

a duo creating a world together. If he is just the disciplined fellow actor, partly switchea off when it's not his

keeping in touch with one's intimate content whilst si-

tum, he cannot be faithful to his major obligation, which

allow this intimate expression to grow until it can fill a

is to hold a balance between his external behaviour and

vast space without betrayal? How does one raise the pitch

his most private impulses. Almost always, something is

of one's voice without it distorting the relationship? It is

neglected, except in moments of grace when there is no

incredibly difficult: it is the paradox of acting.

~

multaneously speaking with a loud voice. How does one
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As if the two challenges I have spoken of are not difThe two actors who are performing must at the same time

The slightest thins and he jumps on you, he's waiting
and he's voracious. He is always ready to slip invisibly
into an action, a gesture or a sentence. Once one knows

be both characters and storytellers. Multiple storytell-

this, all one needs is to trust one's own built-in capacity

ers, storytellers with many heads, for at the same time
as they are playing an intimate relationship between

to be bored and use this as a reference, knowing that it
is what one has in common with all the beings on Earth.

themselves, they are speaking directly to the spectators.

It's extraordinary; if during a rehearsal or an exercise

Lear and Cordelia are not only interrelating as truthfully

I say to myself,· "If I'm bored, there must be a reason

as possible as king and daughter, but as good actors they

for it," then, out of desperation, I have to look for the
reason. So I give myself a jolt and out comes a new ideawhich jolts the other person, who jolts me back. As soon

ficult enough, we must now consider the third obligation.

must also sense that the audience is
with them.

hems carried along

So one is permanently forced to struggle to discover
and maintain this triple relationship; to one's sell, to the
other and to the audience. It is easy to ask the question
"How?" There is no comforting recipe to be given. A
triple balance is a notion that at once throws up the image
of a tightrope walker. He recognises the dangers, he
trains to be ready to face them, but the balance is there
to be found or lost each time he steps on the wire.

as boredom appears, it is like a flashing red light.
Of course, each person has a different boredom quotient. What one must develop in oneself has nothing to
do with restlessness or a poor attention span. The boredom I am speakins about is the sense of no longer being
held riveted in the unfolding action.
For many years at our Centre in Paris we have created
a tradition which has become very important to us.
About two-thirds of the way through the rehearsal pe'

riod, we go and perform the work in progress, just .as it
The greatest guidins principle I know of in my work, the one to which I always
pay the most attention, is boredom. In the theatre, bore-

is, unfinished, before audiences. Usually we go to a school

dom, like the slyest of devils, can appear at any moment.

told what to expect. We go without props, without cos-

~

and we play to an unprepared audience of children: in
most cases they do not know the play and have not been
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tomes, without staging, improvising with whatever ob-

weight, so that the springs of his seat creak and the hinges

jects we can find in the "empty space" that the classroom

squeak, or, worst of all, the sound of a hand opening the

provides.
One cannot do this at the beginning of rehearsals,

programme.
Thus, one must never pretend that what one is doing

everyone is too frightened, closed and unprepared-

is automatically interesting, and never say to oneself that

which is quite natural-hut once a good deal of real work

the audience is bad. It is true that there are sometimes

has taken place, we are in a position to try out what we

very bad audiences, bnt one must rigorously refuse to

have discovered in order to see where we touch an in-

say so, for the simple reason that one can never expect

terest in people other than ourselves, and where we

an audience to be good. There are only easy audiences

merely provoke boredom. An audience made up of chil-

and, less easy ones, and our job is to make every audience

dren is the best of critics; children have no preconceptions, they are interested immediately or instantly bored,

good. When the audience is easy, it is a gift from heaven,
hut a difficult audience is not an enemy. On the contrary,

and they either go along with the actors or they get

an audience is by its very nature resistant, and one must

impatient.
When one reaches the eventual audience, the great
barometer is in the levels of silence. If one listens care-

always be looking for what can excite and transform its

fully one can learn everything about a performance from
the degree of silence it creates. Sometimes a certain emotion ripples through the audience and the quality of the
silence is transformed. A few seconds later and one can
be in a completely different silence, and so on, passing

level of interest. This is the healthy basis of the commercial theatre, but the rral challenge arises when the
aim is not success, but the arousing of intimate meanings
without trying to please at all costs.
In a proscenium theatre, when the rehearsals occur
without any audience contact, the day the curtain rises
'

for the first time, there is no reason for there to be a

from a moment of great intensity to a moment less intense,

pre-established contact between the audience and those

when the silence will inevitably weaken. Someone will
cough, or fidget, and as boredom settles in, it will express

on stage who are presenting the story. The show often
begins at a certain pace, and the audience is not in the

itself through small noises, through a person shifting his

same tempo.· When a play fails on its opening night, one

~
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can see that the actors have their rhythm, that each

cultural values demand that we put on this type of play."

member of the audience has his own rhythm, and that

But for what reason? If one doesn't ask that one question,
then thousands of subsidiary reasons can appear: the

all these disparate movements never harmonise with each
other.

director wants to show his conception of the play, there

In village theatre, on the other hand, from the first

is an experiment in style to demonstrate, a political the-

drumbeat, the musicians, actors and audience share the

ory to illustrate • . • Thousands of imaginable explana-

same world. They are in unison. The first movement,

tions, hut secondary when compared to the underlying

the first gesture creates the link, and from that point

issue: Can the 'theme succeed in touching an essential

onwards, all the development of the story takes place
through a common rhythm. We have experienced this

preoccupation or need in the audience?
Political theatre, when not played to the already con-

often, not only during our experiments in Africa, but

verted, often stumbles at this hurdle, hut nothing illus-

also when playing in community halls, gymnasiums and

trates it so clearly as when a traditional show is taken

other spaces. It gives a clear impression of the relationship which must come about and on what the rhythmic
structure of a show depends. Once one becomes aware
of this principle, one understands more clearly why it is
that a play in the round, or in any non-proscenium space
where the audience surrounds the actors, often has a

out of its context.

naturalness and a vitality quite different from what a
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frontal, picture-frame theatre can offer.

When I first went to Iran in 1970, I saw a very powerful
form of theatre known as Ta'azieh. Our little group of
friends had come a long way across Iran, by air to Mashhad, and then by taxi deep into the rolling, open countryside, off the one main road and down a muddy track
to keep an improbable rendezvous with a theatre performa~ce. Then suddenly we were outside a brown wall
that circumscribed the village, where near a tree two
hundred villagers made a circle. Standing and sitting in

The reasons a play is put on
are usually obscure. In justification one says, "Such a

the scorching sun, they made a ring of humanity so com-

play was chosen because our taste, or our beliefs, or our

their unity. There were men and women in traditional

i4

plete that we five outsiders were totally absorbed into
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dress, young men in jeans leaning on their bicycles,
children everywhere.
The villagers were in perfect expectation, because they
knew down to the last detail what was to come, and we,
knowing nothing, were a sort of perfect audience. All we
had been told was that the Ta'azieh is the Islamic form
of a mystery play, that there are many such plays, and
that they deal with the martyrdom of the first twelve
imams who followed the prophet. Although banned by
the shah for many years, they continued to be performed
in clandestinity in three or four hundred villages. The
one we were about to see was called 8o11ein, but we
knew nothing about it: not only did the idea of an lalamie
drama suggest nothing, but it even awoke a doubting
corner of the mind to remind us that Arab countries have
no traditional theatre because representation of the
human form is forbidden by the Koran. We knew that
even the walls of mosques were decorated with mosaics
and calligraphies instead of the huge heads and searching
eyes found in Christianity.
The musician sitting under the tree struck a rhythm
insistently on his drum and a villager stepped into the
circle. He was wearing his rubber boots and had a fine
courageous air. Around his shoulders he carried a length
of bright green cloth, the sacred colour, the colour of
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fertile land, which showed, so we were told, that he was
a holy man. He began to sing a long melodic phrase made
up of a ,very few notes in a pattern that repeated and
repeated, with words that we could not follow but whose
meaning became instantly clear through a sound that
came from deep inside the singer. His emotion was in no
way his own. It ~as as though we heard his father's voice,
and his father's father's, and so on back. He stood there,
his \egs apart, powerfully, totally convinced of his function, and he was the incarnation of that figure that for
our theatre is always the most elusive one of all, the hero.
I had long doubted that heroes could be depicted: in our
terms, the heroes, like all good characters, easily become
pallid and sentimental, or wooden and ridiculous, and
it is oDly as we go toward villainy that something interesting can begin to appear. Even as I was saying this to
myself, another character, this time with a red twist of
cloth about him, entered the circle. The tension was immediate: the bad one had arrived. He did not sing, he
had no right to melody, he just declaimed in a strong
rasping tone, and then the drama was underway.
The story became clear: the imam was safe for the
present but he had to travel farther. But to do so, he
would have to pass through the lands of his enemies, who
were already preparing an ambush. As they snarled and
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shouted out their evil intentions, fear and dismay rippled
through the speetators.
Of course, everyone knew that he would make the
journey, and everyone knew he would be killed, but at
first it seemed as though somehow today he could avoid
his fate. His friends argued with him not to go. Two small
boys singing in unison, his sons, came into the circle and
passionately begged him not to leave. The martyr knew
the fate that awaited him. He looked at his sons, sang a
few poignant words of farewell, clasped them to his cheat
and then strode away, his big farmer's boots carrying
him firmly across the ground. The boys stood watching
him leave, their lips trembling. Suddenly it was too much
for them and they ran after him, throwing themselves
on the ground at his feet. Again they repeated an entreaty
in the same high musical phrase. Again he answered with
his melody in farewell, again he clasped them, again he
left them, again they hesitated, and then again they ran,
even more intensely, to throw themselves once more at
his feet, as again the same melody was repeated ••.
Again and again, back and forth across ·.the circle, the
identical scene was repeated. By the sixth time, I became
aware of a low murmur all around me, and taking my
eyes for a moment off the action, I saw lips trembling,
hands and handkerchiefs stuck in mouths, faces wrought
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with paroxysms of grief and then the very old men and
women, then the children and then the young men on
bicycles all began sobbing freely.
Only our tiny group of foreigners remained dry-eyed,
but fortunately we were so few that our lack of participation could do no harm. The charge of energy was so
powerful that we could- not break the circuit, and so we
were in a unique position as observers close to the heart
of an event of an alien culture, without bringing to it any
disturbance or distortion. The circle was operating according to certain very fundamental laws and a true
phenomenon was occurring, that of "theatrical representation". An event from the very distant past was in
the process of being "re-presented", of becoming present; the past was happening here and now, the hero's
decision was for now, his anguish was for n~w and the
audience's tears were for this very moment. The past
was not being described nor illustrated, time had been
abolished. The village was participating directly and totally, here and now in the real death of a real figure who
had died some thousand years before~ The story had
been read to them many times, and described in words,
but only the theatre form could work this feat of making
it part of a living experience.
This is possible when there is no attempt to pretend
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that any element be more than it is. Consequently there

international Ta 'azieh would have to he the best of all

is no vain perfectionism. From a certain point of view,

Ta'aziehs. Scouts were sent off around the country to
pick out the finest elements. Eventually actors and mu-

perfectionism can he seen to be homage and devotionman's attempt to worship an ideal that is linked to his
pushing his craftsmanship and artistry to its limit. From .

sicians from widely scattered villages were rounded up

another point of view, this can he seen as the fall of

by costumiers, drilled ~y a professional theatre director,

Icarus, who tried to fly above his station and reach the

coached by a c~nductor and the~ bundled off by motor

gods. In the Ta'azieh there is no attempt, theatrically

coach to perform in Shiraz. Here, in the presence of the

speaking, to do anything too well: the acting does not
demand characterisations that are too complete, detailed

queen and five hundred international festival guests in
gala evening dress, totally indifferent to the sacred con-

or realistic. If there is no attempt to embellish, there is

tent, the villagers were put, for the first time in their

in its place another criterion: the need to find the true
inner echo. Clearly this cannot be an intellectual or consciously prepared attitude, hut in the sound of the voices
was the unmistakeahle ring of great tradition. The secret

lives, on a platform facing front, with spotlights blazing

was clear. Behind this manifestation was a way of life,
an existence that had religion as its root, all-present and
all-penetrating. What in religion. is so often an abstraction, a dogma or a belief became here the reality of the
villagers' faith. The inner echo does not come from faith:

and brought together in Teheran, measured and fitted

down on them through which they could dimly perceive
a hank of society figures, and they were expected "to do
their stuff". The rubber hoots worn by the village shopkeeper, in which he had looked very smari, had been
replaced by leather ones, a lighting designer had prepared lighting effects, the temporary props had been
replaced with well-made ones, but no one had stopped
to ask what "stuff" they were expected to do. And why?

faith arises within the inner echo.
A year later, when the shah was trying to give the

And for whom? These questions were never put, because

world a good liberal image of his country, it was decided
to present the Ta'azieh to the world at the next Shiraz

pets hooted, the drums played, and it meant absolutely
nothing.

International Festival of the Arts. So naturally this first

The spectator-s, who had come to see a pretty piece of

~

no one was interested in the answers. So the long trum-
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folklore, were delighted. They did not realise that they

forms of the same thing. Out of this essential unity can

had been conned and that what they had seen was not a

come a totally coherent and necessary theatre event. But

Ta'azieh. It was something quite ordinary, rather dull,

the audience is the factor that makes the event alive. Ae

devoid of any real interest, and which gave them nothing.

we saw, it could absorb outsiders, provided they were in

They didn't realise this because it was presented as "cul-

a tiny proportion to the mass of the audience. When the

ture", and at the end the officials smiled and everyone

nature and motivation of the audience changed, the play

happily followed them towards the buffet.

lost all of its meamng .

.

The embourgeoi.sement of the show was total, but

The same phenomenon occu~d in London during the

the most lugubrious and unwatchable aspect, the most

Festival of India, with the Bengal Chauu of which I spoke

"deadly", was that audience. The whole tragedy of of-

earlier. In India it is performed at night, with music,

ficial cultural activities was epitomised in that one eve-

noises, extraordinary whistles, and the village children

ning. It is not only a Persian problem, it is the same

hold burning torches to light up the performance. All

wherever well-meaning bodies try charitably, peering

through the night the village is in an incredible. state of

dow~wards

from on top, to preserve a local culture and

excitement, the people jump around, there is a great

then share it with the rest of the world. It dramatises

acrobatic sequence where they leap over the screaming

more than anything the most vital and least considered

children, and so on. This time, however, the Chauu were

element of the theatre process: the audience. Because

performing at the Riverside Theatre, a good space, but

the meaning of Ta' azieh starts not with the audience at

it was at tea-time, before an audience of about fifty el-

the performance, but with the wily of life experienced by

derly ladies and gentlemen, subscribers to Anglo-Indian

that audience. This way of life is permeated with a re-

periodicals, who were interested in the East. They po-

ligion which teaches that Allah is everything and in

litely watched the performance that had just arrived in

everything. And this is the ground on which everyday

London via Calcutta. Although this time there had been

existence rides, this religious sense pervades everything.

no smartening-up, no director, and the actors were doing

So the daily prayers or the yearly play are only different

exactly the same thing as in their village, the spirit wae

~
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no longer present, nothing wu left but a show, a show
with nothing to show.

This brings me to a choice
which always remains open. If one wants to touch the
spectator strongly, and with his help open up a world
that is linked to his world yet at the same time makes it
richer, larger, more mysterious than the one which we
see day to day, there are two methods.
The first consists in searching for beauty. A great part
of Oriental theatre is based on this principle. For the
imagination to be amazed, one searches in every element
for the greatest beauty. Let ua take for example the KabUki in Japan, or the Kathakali in India: the attention
given to the makeup, the perfection of the smallest prop
is all for reasons that go beyond pure aestheticism. It's
as if through the purity of detail, one were trying to go
towards the sacred. Everything in the. set, the music and
the costumes is made to reflect another level of existence.
The slightest gesture is studied to eliminate from it the
banal and the vulgar.
The second method, which is diametrically opposed,
starts from the notion that an actor pOBBeues an extraordinary potential for creating a link between his own imag-

M
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ination and the imagination of the audienee, with the
result that a banal object can be transformed into a
magical one. A great actress can make one believe that
an ugly plastic water bottle held in her arms in a certain
way is a beautiful child. One needs an actor of high
quality to bring about the alchemy where one part of the
brain sees a bottle, and the other part of the brain,
without contradiction, without tension, but with joy, sees
the baby, the parent holding the child and the aacred
nature of their relationship. Thia alchemy is possible if
the object is ao neutral and ordinary that it can reflect
the image that the actor gives to it. It could be called an
"empty object".
What our group from the International Centre haa
searched for over the yean are waya of undentandin8
which of theae condition& correaponds be~t with what
each subject demands. When we played Jarry's anarchic
and satirical farce Ubu Roi, ita form, even in our Paris
theatre, came from a wild enei'BY and free improvisations. We decided to tour through France in the leaat
"magic.al" of spaces, so. we found ouraelves in a aeries of
· school halls, gymnasiums, sports complexes, each uglier
and more unwelcoming than the laat. For the acton, the
exciting task waa momentarily to transform these uninviting places and make them glow with life, so the key

~
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to this work was "roughness"-a seizing of crudeness
with both hands. This suited one specific project but
cannot be applied to all plays nor to all conditions. However, when a transformation takes place, impurity be-.

I

comes the greatest glory of the theatre, beside which a
pious search for purity seems woefully naive.

this means is hard to express, so I will try to give concrete
examples.
When in 1968 I met our Japanese actor Yoshi Oida for
the first time, he said to me: "I was educated in Japan
in Na theatre, I had a Na master. I have worked in
Bunraku and in Na, but I feel that this magnificent form

True questions are often found in paradox and are

is not truly in touch with life today. H I stay in Japan,

impossible to resolve. There is a balance to be found
between that which tries to be pure and that which hecomes pure through its relationship to the impure. One
can thus see to what extent an idealistic theatre cannot

I will not be able to find a solution to this problem. I
have a great deal of respect for what I have learned, hut
at the same time I need to look elsewhere. I have come
to Europe with the hope of finding a means for breaking
away from this form, which although magnificent does
not speak sufficiently to us today. Another form must
exist."
Ilia conclusion was so deeply felt that it changed the
form of his life: a mR@Di.ficent form is nof neeessarily the
appropriate vehicle to carry a living experience once
the historical context changes.
The second example is from an experience I had durin~
The Conferen.ce of the Bird.. I have always hated masks,
which for me are inherently deadly. However, for this
play it seemed interesting to reopen the question, and we
found a group of Balinese masks that are very close to
human features and yet miraculously free of the morbid
assoCiations of a death mask. We invited a Balinese actor,

exist as loJ18 as it attempts to be outside the rough texture
of this world. The pure can only be expressed in theatre
through something that in its nature is essentially impure.
We must remember that theatre is made by people and
executed by people through their only available instruments, human beings. So the form is in its ver.y nature

~
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a mixture where pure and impure elements can meet. It
is a mysterious marriage that is at the centre of legitimate
experience, where private man and mythical man can be
apprehended together within the same instant of time.

In The Empty Space I wrote
that a form, once created, is already moribund. What

~

~
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Tapa Sudana, to work with us. The first day he showed
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everybody how one performs with the mask, how each

form and a new one had risen spontaneously and naturally like a phoenix from the ashes.

character has a very precise series of movements that

The third example I can give is the first demonstration

the mask dictates and which are now fixed by tradition.

I ever saw of Kathakali dancing, which took place in a

The actors watched with interest and respect, but they

California drama school. The demonstration was split

soon realised that none of them were capable of doing

into two parts. In the first part the dancer was made up

what Tapa illustrated. He used the mask as in Balinese

and in ,~ostume, and-' he performed a traditional Ka-

tradition, with a thousand years of ritual behind it. It

thakali dance -under the conditions of a real perfor-

would have been ridiculous for us to try to be what we

mance, with recorded music and so on. It was very

were not. We finally asked him what it was poslfihle for

beautiful and very exotic. When we returned after the

us to do.
"For the Balinese, what really matters is the moment

interval, the actor had removed his makeup. He was

when one puts on the mask," he said. This was no longer
a stylistic indication, but an essential one. "We take the
mask, and for a long time we look at it, until we feel the
face so strongly that we can begin to breathe with it. It
is only at that point that we put it on." From that moment,
each of us tried to find his own relationship to the mask,

wearing jeans and a shirt and began to give explanations.
To bring life to his explanations, he would demonstrate,
playing the characters but without being forced to make
the exact, traditional gestures. Suddenly this new simpler, more human form became infinitely m~re eloquent
than the traditional one.

through observing and feeling its nature, and it was a
surprising experience to see that outside of the· coded

Generally speaking, we can conclude that tradition,
in the sense we use the word, means "frozen". It is a
frozen form, more or less obsolete, reproduced through

gestures of Balinese tradition, there were a thousand

automatism. There are a few exceptions, such as when

forms and a thousand new movements that corresponded

the quality of' the old form is so extraordinary that even

to the life of the mask. This was suddenly within the

today life remains in it, in the way that some very old

reach of all of us, because it did not go through the codes

people remain incredibly alive and touching. However,

frozen by tradition. In other words, we had broken the

all form is deadly. There is no form, beginning with

~
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ourselves, that is not subject to the fundamental law of
the universe: that of disappearance. All relifP.on, all understanding, all tradition, all wisdom accepts birth and
death.
Birth is a putting into form, whether one is speaking
about a human being, a aentence, a word or a gesture.
It is what the Indians call 1phota. This ancient Hindu

t

concept is magnificent because its actual meaning is already there in the sound of the word. Between the unmanifest and the manifeat, there is a 8.ow of formless
energies, and at certain moments there are kinds of exploaiom which correspond to this term: "Sphota!" This
form can be called an "incarnation". Some insecta only
last for a day~ some animals several years, humans last
longer and elephants last even longer. All these cycles
exist, and it is. the same thing with an idea or with a
memory.
There is in all of us a memory that is a form. Some
forms of memory, such as "Where did I park my car?"
last for hardly a day. You go and see an idiotic play or
film and the next day you cannot remember what it was
about. At the aame time, there are other forms that laat
much longer.
When one puts on a play, inevitably, at the beginning

®
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it has no form, it is just words on paper or ideas. The
event is the shaping of the form. What one calls the work
is the search for the right form. H this work is successful,
the result can eventually last for a few years, but no
more. When we did our own version of Carmen, we gave
it a completely new form which lasted four or five yean
before we feli it had reached its limit. The form no longer
had the same energy: its time quite simply was up.
This is why one must not confuse virtual form with
realised form. The realised form is what one calls a show.
It takes its external form from all the elements that are
present at its birth. The same play put on today in Paris,
in Bucharest or in Baghdad will obviously be very different in form. The locale, the social and political climate, the prevailing thought and culture must all have
their in8.uence on what makes a bridge betw~n a subject
and the audience, what affects people.
I am sometimes asked what is the relation between the
Tempest that I did thirty years ago in Stratford and the
one I put on recently at the Bouffes du Nord. This
question is absolutely ridiculous! How would it be possible for there to be the slightest resemblance of form
between a play put on in another period, in another
country, with actors who were all of the same race, and

M
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today's version, created in Paris with an international
company, two Japanese, an Iranian, Africans ..• who

'
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bring such different understandings to the text and who

ture on an empty stage seems infinitely more real, in a
Chekhovian sense, than the cluttered picture sets of the
proscenium theatre.

have lived together through so many varied experiences.
The form need not be something invented by the di-

We are also touching here on the great misunderstanding about Shakespeare. Many years ago it used to be

rector alone, it is ·the sphota of a certain mixture. This
sphota is like a growing plant that opens up, lasts its

claimed that one must "perfortQ the play as Shakespeare
wrote':!it". Today the,absurdity of this is more or less

time, wilts, then yields its place to another plant. I insist

recognised: nobody knows what scenic form he had in
mind. ~ll that one knows ia that he wrote a chain of

strongly on this because there exists a big misunderstanding which frequently blocks work in the theatre, and
which consists in believing that what the author or the
composer of the play or opera once wrote on paper is a
sacred form. We forget that the. author, when writing
dialogue, is expressing hidden movements deeply buried
in human nature, that when he writes stage directions,
he is proposing production techniques based on the playhouses of his day. It is important to read between the
lines. When Chekhov describes an interior or an exterior
in great detail, what he is really saying is: "I want it to
look real." After his death, a new form of theatre-the
open arena stage_-came into existence; one which Chekhov had never known. Since then many productions have
demonstrated that the three-dimensional, cinematic relationships of the actors with minimal props and furni-
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wo~ds

that have in them the possibility of giving birth to
forms that are constantly renewed. There ia no limit to
the virtual forms that are present in a great text. A
mediocre text may only give birth to a few forms, whereas
a great text, a great piece of music, a great opera score
are true knots of energy. Like electricity, like all sources
of energy, energy itself does not have a fo~, but it has
a direction, a power.
In any text, a structure exists, but no true poet thinks
a priori about this structure. Although he has integrated
in himself -certain rules, there is a very intense impulse
which pushes him to make certain meanings come to life.
In trying to make these elements live, he runs into the
rules, and it is at that point that it integrates itself into
a structure of words. Once it ia printed, the form becomes

~
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a book. H we are speaking of a poet or a novelist, this
will suffice. But for the theatre, one is only halfway there.
What is written and printed does not yet have dramatic

putting into form is always a compromise that one must
accept whilst at the same time saying to oneself: ••Jt's
temporary, it will have to be renewed." We are touching

form. If we say to ourselves: "These words must be pronounced in a certain manner, have a certain tone or
rhythm ••. " then, unfortunately, or maybe fortunately,

here on a question of dynamics which will never end.

we will always be mistaken. It leads to everything that
is so awful in tradition, in the worst sense of the term.
An infinite quantity of unexpected forms can appear from
the same elements, and the human tendency to refuse
the unexpected always leads to the reduction of a potential universe.
We are now at the heart of the problem. Nothing exists
in life without form: we are forced at each instant, especially when speaking, to look for form. But one must
realise that this form may be the absolute obstacle to life,
which is formless. One cannot escape from this diffic~ty,
and the battle is permanent: the form is necessary, yet
it is not everything.
Faced with this difficulty, there is no point adopting a
purist attitude and waiting for the perfect form to fall
from the heavens, for in that case one would never do
anything at all. This attitude would be stupid. Which
brings us again to the question of purity and impurity.
The pure form does not come down from the sky. The

M

When we started to work on Carmen, the only thing
on which we agreed was that the form given by Bizet was
not n~essarily what lae would have given it today. We
had the impression that Bizet had been like a Hollywood
screenwriter hired today by a major studio to make an
epic movie from a very beautiful story. The screenwriter,
who knows the rules of the game, accepts that he is fo~ed
to take into account the criteria of commercial cinema,
an argument repeated to him each day by his producer.
We had the feeling that Bizet had been profoundly
touched by reading M~rim~'s tale, which is an extremely
sparse novella with a style rigorously witho~t ornamentation, without complications, without artifice, at the opposite pole from the flourishes of a baroque author. It
is very simple and very short. Though basing his work
on this novella, Bizet was forced to make an opera for
his period, for a particular theatre, the Op~ra Comique,
where there were, aa in Hollywood today, particular conventions that had to be observed, such as colorful scenery, choruses, dances and processions. We agreed with
one another that Carmen is often very boring in per·
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formance and we tried to discover the nature of this
boredom and its causes. We came to the conclusion that,

THE SLYNESS OF BOREDOM

that, by moving towards intimacy, we were essentially
searching for quality.

for example, a stage suddenly invaded by eighty people
who sing and then leave without reason was profoundly .
boring. So we asked whether a chorus was really necessary to tell Merimee's story.
Then, sacrilegiously, we confessed to ourselves that the

'~
~

music was not consistently of the same quality. What was
quite exceptional was the music which expressed the re·
lationships between the protagonists, and we were struck
by the fact that it was into these musical lines that Bizet
had poured his deepest feelings and his finest sense of
emotional truth. Thus we made the· decision to see if we
could extract from the four hours of the full score what
we deliberately called the Trasedy of Carmen, referring
to the concentrated iDterrelation of a small number of
protagonists in Greek tragedy. In other words, we cut
all decoration so as to preserve the strong and tragic

Earlier I spoke of boredom
as my greatest ally. Now I would like to advise you that
each ~e you go to tKe theatre and. you are bored, not
to hide it, not 'to believe that you are the guilty party,
th&:t it is your fault. Do not let yourselves be truncheoned
by the beautiful idea of"culture". Ask yourself the question: "Is there something missing in me or in the show?"
You have the right to challenge this insidious idea, socially accepted today, that "culture" is automatically
"superior". Naturally, culture is something very important, but the vague idea of culture that is notre-examined, renewed, is an idea used like a truncheon to prevent
people from making legitimate complaints.

relationships. We felt that here could be found the finest

What is even worse is that culture is becoming considered like a fancy car or the "best" table in a good res-

passages of music, which could only be appreciated in

taurant, as an exte.rior sign of social success. This is the

intimacy. When an opera is put on in a big theatre, on

basic concept of corporate "sponsoring". The principle

a large scale, it may have vitality and vivacity, but not

of the "sponsor" is a miserable one. The only funda-

necessarily a very great quality. We looked for music

mental motivation for a sponsor of a theatrical occasion

which could be sung softly, lightly, without excess and

is to have an event to which he can bring his clients. This

without exhibitionism, without great virtuosity. By doing

has its own logic, and as a consequence the performance
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must conform to the idea they have of culture: that it be ·
prestigious and reassuringly boring.
The Almeida, a small theatre in London with a very
good reputation, wanted to bring over our Tr01Jedy of
Carmen.. The management had asked for financial support from a large bank, which was delighted to partici·
pate. "Carmen.-what a wonderful idea!" Once all the
preparations for the trip ~ad been made, the manager
of the theatre received a phone call from the penon in
charge of cultural events for the bank: "I have just received your brochures, it's strange •.. your theatre is
not in the heart of London? It's on the outskirtl? And
Carmen. is to be performed by four aingen and two ac·
tors? The orchestra is reduced to fourteen musicians?
And the chorus? There isn't a chorua!?l But who do you
think we are? Do you imagine that this bank will take
its best customen to the suburb• to see Carmen. without
a chorus and with a reduced orchestra?" And he hung
up. We never played in London.
This is why I insist on the difference between a culture
that is alive and this other extremely dangeroua side of
culture that is beginning to pervade the modem world,
especially since the spread of this relationahip between
show and sponsor. This does not mean that we do not
need sponsors. As government support dwindles all over

~
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the world, sponsorship is the only alternative; theatre
cannot remain dynamic and adventurous if it depends
uniquely on the box office. But the sponsors must be
enlightened. Luckily, in our work, we have had some
admirable support, so we know that they can exist. How·
ever, it is a matter ofluck: enlightenment can't be taught,
th0¥P it must always be encouraged when it appears.
As it is the' business of business people to be cunning,
one must be ready to outwit them at their own game.
When years ago I did King Lear on American T.V.,
there were four sponsors, which meant four commercial
breaks. I suggested to them that if they voluntarily refrained from interrupting Shakespeare, this would get
them far more publicity. In fact, at the time this was so
surprising that editorials were even written to salute their
integrity. That trick could only work once. Each time
one must think up something new.

lam constantly asked to explain what I meant when I wrote in The Empty Space
about two theatres, "Holy" and "Rough", coming together in a form I called "Immediate". Regarding "Holy
Theatre", the e11ential thing is to recognise that there is
an invisible world which needs to be made visible. There

§2
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are several layers of invisible. In the twentieth century
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we know only too well the psychological layer, this ob-

emonies, rituals and dogmas, which are forms that lose
their meaning very swiftly. Certain forms which were

scure area between what is expressed and what is con-

perfectly adapted for certain people for a few years, or

cealed. Nearly all contemporary theatre recognises the
great Freudian underworld where, behind the gesture or

for an entire society over the course of a century, are

the words, can be found the invisible zone of the ego,

still with us today, defended with "respect". But of what
respect are we speaking?

the super-ego and the unconscious. This level of psycho-

For thousands of years, man has realised that nothing

logical invisibility has nothing to do with sacred theatre.

is more terrible than cultivating idolatry, because an idol

"Holy Theatre" implies that there is something else in

is only a piece of wood. The sacred is either present at

existence, below, around and above, another zone even

all times, or it doesn't exist. It is ridiculous to think that

more invisible, even farther from the forms which we

the sacred exists at the top of the mountain and not in

are capable of reading or recording, which contain ex-

the valley, or op a Sunday or the Sabbath and not the
other days of the week.

tremely powerful sources of energy.
In these little-known fields of energy exist impulses
which guide us towards ..quality". All human impulses

j

The problem is that the invisible is not obliged to make

towards what we call in an imprecise and clumsy manner
"quality", come from a source whose true nature we

itself visible. Although the invisible is not compelled to
manifest itself, it may at the same time do so _anywhere,
and at any moment, through anyone, as long as the con-

entirely ignore but which we are perfectly capable of

ditions are right. I don't think there is any point in

recognising when it appears either in ourselves or in
another person. It is not communicated through noise

reproducing the sacred rituals of t~e past which are not
very likely to bring us towards the invisible. The only

hut through silence. Since one must use words, one calls

thing which may help us is an awareness of the present.

it "sacred". The only question that matters is the fol-

If the present moment is welcomed in a particularly in-

lowing: Is the sacred a form? The decline, the decadence

tense manner, and if conditions are favourable for a

of religions comes from the fact that one confuses a cur-

sphot~,

rent, or a light, neither of which has a form, with cer-

1Q

the elusive spark of life can appear within the
right sound, the right gesture, the right look, the right

1l
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exchange. So, in a thousand very unexpected forms,
invisible may appear. The quest for the sacred is thus
search.
The invisible may appear in the most everyday objects.
The plastic water bottle or the scrap of cloth of which
spoke earlier may be transformed and impregnated
the invisible, provided that the actor is in a state
receptivity and that his talent is equally refined. A
Indian dancer could make sacred the most mundane
objects.
The sacred is a transformation, in terms of quality,
that which is not sacred at the outset. Theatre is based
on relationships between humans who, because they are
human, are by definition not sacred. The life of a human being is the visible through which the invisible can
appear.
The "Rough Theatre", popular theatre, is something
else. It is the celebration of all sorts of "available means"
and carries with it th!' destruction of everything that has
to do with aesthetics. This does not mean that beauty
does not enter into it, but the "Rough" are those who
say: "We have no outside means, not a penny, no craftsmanship, no aesthetic qualifications, we can pay neither
for beautiful costumes nor for sets, we have no stage, we
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have nothing other than our bodies, our imaginations
and the means at hand."
When in our travels the International Centre group
was worJdns with Tlae Carpet Show I spoke of earlier,
it wa1 precilely with such avallable meana. In many countries it waa interealinl to note that we found ourselves
in thtt, same tradition •• the groups of popular theatre
that we met, beeause in fact we were not looking for
tradition. In the most divene locations, we found that
the-· Eakimoa, the Balinese, the Koreans and ourselves
were doiq exactly the same thing. I knew a wo11.derful
theatre company in India, a village theatre full of very
talented and inventive people. If they had to perform a
play here today, they would immediately have used the
cushions on which you are seated, this bottle, thia glaas,
these two books • . • because thoae are the available
means. That il the euence of "RoUih Theatre".
I went on in Tlae Empey SptJCe to speak about "Immediate Theatre". Thil was to underline that everything
I had said until then was very relative. One must not
take anything in the book as a dogma, nor as beiq a
definitive classification, everything is subject to chance
and chauge.In fact, "Immediate Theatre" suggests that,
whatever the subject matter, one must find the best
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means, here and now, to bring it to life. One can see
right away that this demands a permanent, case-by-case

THE SLYNESS OF BOREDOM

banal. Staying too long on the heights may he intolerable.
We must move all the time.

exploration, depending on the needs. Once one realises
this, all questions of style and convention explode, be-,,
cause they are limitations, and one finds oneself before
an extraordinary richness, because everything is pos-

The great eternal question
that we ask ourselves is: "How are we to live?" But great

sible. The means of the Sacred Theatre are just as avail-

questions remain completely illusory and theoretical if

able as are the means of the Rough Theatre. Immediate

there isn't a concrete base for application in the field.

Theatre can thus be defined as the "Whatever It Needs

What is wonderful is that the theatre is precisely the

Theatre", that is to say, a theatre in which the purest

meeting place between the great questions of humanitylife, death-and the craftlike dimension, which is very

and the most impure elements can each find their legit•
imate place. The example, as always, is in Shakespeare.
We are touching again on the conflict between two
necessities: that of an absolute freedom in the approach,
the recognition of the fact that "everything is possible", ,
and, on the other hand, the strictness and the discipline
which insist that the "everything" is not just "anything".

practical, as in pottery. In the great traditional societies,
the potter is someone who tries to live with great eternal
questions at the same time he is makiq his pot. This
double dimension is possible in the theatre; it is, in fact,
what gives it all its value.

pline in itself may be either negative or positive. It may

Maybe we are preparing a production and we begin to
think about the setting. This simple and basic question
is a very practical one: "Is it good or not? Does it perform
a function? Does it work?" H one takes as a starting

close all the doors, deny freedom, or, on the other hand,

point an empty space, then the only question is that of

constitute the indispensable rigour needed to emerge

efficiency. Is the empty space insufficient? H the answer

from the morass of the "anything". That is why there
are no recipes. Staying too long in the depths can become

is yes, then one starts to consider what the indispensable

boring. Staying too long in the superficial soon becomes

to make shoes that don't hurt; the basis of theatre craft

How does one situate oneself between the "everything
is possible" and the "anything is to be avoided." Disci•

1.i

elements are. The basis of the craft of the shoemaker is
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consists in producing, with the audience, from very concrete elements, a relationship that works.
Let us try to approach this in another manner through
the question of improvisation. For a long time now every·
body uses the word, it is one of the clich6s of our period,
everywhere people are '~improvising". It is useful to note
that the word covers millions of possibilities, both good
and bad.
Be warned, however, that in certain cases even the
"any-old-how" is good! On the first day of rehearsals, it
is virtually impossible to invent something stupid-that .
is, really stupid-because even the flimsiest idea can be
useful if it gets people on their feet and into action. I
will say, perhaps, the first thing that comes into my head:
"Stand up, take the cushion on which you are seated
and quickly change places!"
This ia very eaay, fun, better than aitting nervoualy
on a chair, 10 everyone follows thil childiah proposition
with enthusiasm. Then I can develop •t: "Starting again
much more quickly, without bumping into each other, in
silence ... calmly ... form a circle!"
You see, one can invent anything. I said the firat thing
that came to mind. I did not ask myaeH: "Is thil stupid, ·
very stupid or too ·stupid?" I did not pasa the slightest
judgment on my own idea at the moment when it ap-

~
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peared. So very soon the atmosphere becomes more relaxed, and we all know each other better. We are thus
ready to move on to something else. In this way, some
exercises are useful, like games, simply because thex
relax. But they wear thin very fast, and an intelligent
actor will soon resent being treated like a child. So the
director has to be ahead of him and can no longer think
off the top of ·his head. He now must make propositions
that contain the real challenges and are useful to the
work, such as exercises that make him struggle with those
parts of his organism that are the most lethargic, or those
areas of his emotional world that relate to the themes of
the play, yet which he is afraid to explore. So why improvise? First, to create an atmosphere, a relationship,
to make everybody comfortable, to allow each and every
one to stand up, to ait, without it beco~ an ordeal.
As fear is inevitable, the first need i8 trust. And since
what frightens people most of all today is speaking, one
must begin neither with words, nor ideas, but with the
body. A free body is where it all lives or dies. Let us at
once put this into practise. We'll start from the notion
that anything-almost anything-that gets our energies
flowing cannot fail to be useful. So don't let's search for
anything extraordinary. Let's do something together and
if it seems foolish, what does it matter? So, stand up and

T1.
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make a circle! There are cushions on the ground, so each

THE SLYNESS OJ' BOREDOM

one take a cushion, throw it in the air and catch it .••
Now that you've tried it, you see you can't go wrong,

important, but it is not sufficient. One must he very
conscious of the many traps that are in what we call
theatre games and exercises. With the possibility of using

and as you're laughing together, already you feel a little

one's body more freely than in daily life, a feeling of joy

bit better. However, if we just go on throwing cushions

appears very quickly, hut if there isn't at the same time
a real difficulty, the experience leads nowhere. This goes

aimlessly, our enjoyment will fade and we'llsoon wonder
where this is leading us. To hold .our interest, a new ·

for all forms of improvisation. Often theatre groups who

challenge must be found. So let us now introduce a tiny

improvise regularly apply the principle of never inter-

difficulty. Throw the cushion in the air, spin around on
yourself and catch it! Again, it's enjoyable, because ae
we miss and drop the cushions we become determined to

rupting an improvisation that is under way. If you really
want to know what boredom is, watch an improvisation

do better next time. And if we increase the tempo, throwing and spinning faster and faster, or spinning several
times within each throw, our excitement increases.
Now, very rapidly, you find that you are nearly in
control of this movement, so again a further element must
be added. Throw your cushion in the air, move over to
your right, catch the cushion of your neighbour, and try

without being stopped. They inevitably find themselves
very rapidly repeating clich~s, often with a deadly slowness that lowers the vitality of everyone watching. Some-

to keep the circle rotating smoothly, with less panic, le11
wasted movement.
Now it's not quite so easy, hut we .will not push this
exercise to perfection. Let us just note that we are a bit
more animated and the body is warming up. However,
we can't pretend that there is a true rigour in what we
are doing. As in many improvisations, the first step is ,

18
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where two or three actors get going and "do their thing"

times the most challenging improvisation need only last
a matter of seconds, like Sumo wrestling, for in this style
of Japanese combat the aim is clear, the rules are strict
hut everything is decided in the lightning improvised
choices made by the arms and legs in the very first
moments •.
I'm now going to suggest to you a new exercise, hut
first a word of warning: do not try to reproduce what
we are doing here in another context. It would he a
tragedy if next year in drama schools all over the place,
young actors started throwing cushions into the air on

12
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the pretext that it's a uFamous Exercise from Paris".

a far greater concentration than at the start, when all

There are much more amusing things to invent.

you had to do was give your number in the order in
which you were placed. This is another simple illustration
of the relationship between concentration, attentiveness,
listening and individual freedom. It also shows what a

Now, all fifteen of you sitting in the circle count
loud, one after the other, starting with the girl on
left. One, two, three, etc ..•.
Now try to count from one to twenty without takiq
into account your position in the circle. In other
whoever wishes may begin. But the condition is, one
get from one up to twenty without any two people
speaking at the same time. Some of you will have to speak
more than once.

One, two, three, /8H~
No. Two people spoke at the same time, so we must go
back to the beginning again. We'll start as many times
as it takes, and even if we've reached nineteen and two·
voices come in on twenty, we'll have to go back to scratch.
But we make it a point of honour not to give in.
Note carefully what is involved. On the one hand, there
is absolute freedom. Each says a number when he
chooses. On the other hand, there are two conditions
which impose a great discipline: one is preserving the
ascending order of the numbers, and the other is not
speaking at the same time as someone else. This asks for

DO

natural, living tempo inv_!)lves, as the pauses are never
artificial, no two pauses are alike and they are all filled
with the thinking and concentration that bridges the
silence.
I am very fond of this exercise, partly because of the
way I came across it. One day in a bar in London an
American director said to me,. uMy actors always do your
'great exercise'." I was puzzled. "What do you mean?"
I asked. "The special exercise you do every day." I asked
him what he was talking about, and he then described
to me what we have just done. I had never heard of it
and to this day I have no idea where it comes from. But
I was happy to adopt it-since then we do it regularly
and regard it as our own. It can easily last for twenty
minutes or half an hour, in which case the tension gets
very high, and the quality of listening in the group is
transformed. I'm showing you this as an example of what
one could call exerciaes of preparation.
Let us take another very different example to illustrate
the same principle. Make a movement with your right
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arm, allow it to go anywhere, really anywhere, without
thinking. When I give the signal, let it go, then stop the
movement. Go!
Now hold the gesture just where it is, don't change or

it, and in an actor this makes for a diffuse attitude that
cannot magnetise an audience.
Let us now try another experiment. Again it will be

improve it, only try to feel what it is that you are expressing. Recognise that some sort of impression cannot

raising an arm in a simple gesture, but the difference is
fundamental. Instead of Ip.aking a movement that is your
own, take a movement that I give you: place your hand,

fail to emanate from. the attitude of your body. I look at.

open, in front of you, tlie palm facing the outside. You

all of you, aqd although you did not attempt to

do this not becaU.e you feel you want to, but because
I'm asking you to, and you are prepared to go along with
me without yet knowing where this will lead.

anything, to try to "say" anything, you just let your arm
go where it wished, yet each of you is expressing something. Nothing is neutral. Let's do the experiment a
ond time: don't forget, it's a movement of the arm without
premeditation.
Now hold the attitude just where it happens to be and
try, without modifying your position, to feel a relationship between the hand, the arm, the shoulder, up to the
muscles of the eye. Feel that it all has a meaning. Now
allow the gesture to develop, to become more completcfj
through a minimal movement, just a small adjustment.
Feel that in this minute change, something has trans•
formed itself in the totality of your body, and the complete attitude becomes more unified and expressive.

I
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We can't fail to realise how much we are continually
expressing a thousand things with all the parts of our
body. Most of the time this happens without our knowing

!!2
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So welcome to the opposite of improvisation: earlier
you made a gesture of your own choice, now you are
doing one that is imposed. Accept doing this gesture without asking yourselves "What does it mean?'' in an intellectual and analytical manner, otherwise you will
remain on the "outside". Try to feel what it provokes in
you. Something is given to you from the exterior, which
is different from the free movement you made previously,
and yet if you assume it totally, it is the same thing, it
has become yours and you have become its. If you can
experience this, it will throw light on the whole question
of texts, of authorship, of direction. The true actor recognises that real freedom occurs at the moment when
what comes from the outside and what is brought from
within make a perfect blending.

~
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Raise your hand once qain. Try to feel how thia movement is linked to the expression of the eyes. Don't try
to be comic. Don't scowl in order to give the eyes and
the face something to do, just let your sensitivity guide
your tiniest muscles.
Now in the same way you listen to music, lieten to how
the feeling of the movement chanps if you slowly rotate
your hand, if you pass from thia first position, with the
palm on the outside, to this other position, with the palm
facins the ceiling. What we are trying to do is feel not ·
just the two attitudes but how in the passage from one
to another a meaning is transformed. A meaning all the
more meaningful because it is non-verbal and nonintellectual.
Next try to find personal variations within thia movement: palm up, palm down. Articulate the gesture as you
wish to, look for your own tempo. To find a living quality,
one must be sensitive to the echo, the resonance produced
by the movement in the rest of the body.
What we have just done comes under the general heading of "improvisation". There are thus two forms of improvisation, those which start from a total freedom of
the actor, and those that take into account given, sometimes even constricting elements. In thia case, and at
each performance, the actor will have to "improvise",
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through a renewed, sensitive re-listening to the inner
echoes of each detail in himself and in the others. If he
does thia, he will see that in its fine detail no performance
can ever be exactly like another, and it is this awareness
that gives him a constant renewal.
The experiments that we just crowded into a few minutes may normally take weeks and months. All through
rehearsals and before each performance, an exercise or
an improvisation can help to re-open each person to
hiniself and a group to one another. Enjoyment is a great
source of energy. An amateur has an advantage over a
professional. As he works occasionally and entirely for
pleasure, even if he doesn't have talent, he has enthusiasm. The professional needs re-invigorating if he is to
avoid the stultifying efficiency of professionalism.
Another aspect of the difference between ~n amateur
and a professional can be seen in the cinema. Amateur
actors-sometimes a child, or someone found on the
street-frequently play as well as professional actors. If,
however, one says that all the parts in all films could be
held equally by amateurs or professionals, this would be
untrue. Where is the difference? If you ask an amateur
to do in front of the camera the same actions he does in
his daily life, he will in most cases do very well. This
goes for most activities, from pottery to picking pockets.

as
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An extreme example was in The Battle ofAfBier•, where
the Algerians, who had lived through battles and had
been in hiding in the resistance, were able to play, a few
yean later, the same gestures, which in tum evoked the
same emotions. But normally if one asks someone who
ian't a professional not only to reproduce movement&
which are deeply imprinted in his body, but also to con•
jure up for himself an emotional state, the amateur wiD
almost invariably be completely lost. The proteuional:
actor's unique ability is to bring about in himself
tionalstates which belong not to him but to his character.oi

degrees of skill. In the hands of a true artist,
can seem natural, even if its outward form is so artificial
that it has no equivalent in nature.
If one assumes that gestures from everyday life
automatically more 66real" than those used in opera
in a ballet, one is mistaken. One need only look at
work coming out of the old Actors Studio-or
from a distorted Actors Studio style-to underatand
super-naturalism or hyper-realiam are conventions
can seem just as artificial as singing in grand opera.
Every single style or convention is artificial, with

~
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preferences. Every style can appear phony. The job of
the performer is to make any style natural. One comes
back to the principle: I am given a word or gesture, and
in the way 1 uaume it, I make it "natural". But what,
then, does "natural" mean? Natural means that the moment aomething happens there is no analysis, no comment, it. just ring8. true.
Once I aaw on televuion an extract of a film in which
Jean .~enoir said to an actreas: "I learned from Michel
Simon what wu also the method of Loui8 Jouvet and
certainly that of Moliere and Shakespeare: to understand
one's character one muat have no preconceived ideas. To
do so, you should repeat the text over and over again,
in a completely neutral manner, until it enters into you,
until the understanding becomes personal and organic."
The suggestion of Jean Renoir is excellent, but like all
suggestions, it is inevitably incomplete. I heard of a great
director of Chekhov who rehearsed the playa for weeb
in whispers. He had the text read very softly, preventin&
the acton from playing and thus polluting the words with
immature or illegitimate impulses, auch u ahowing, expre8aing, illustratin&-or even enjoying the act of rehearsing. He asked them to murmur for weeks until the
role installed itself deeply inaide the actor. For Chekhov,
it apparently brought good results, but I would find it
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very dangerous, unless within each day there were mo·
ments when this fine secrecy would be balanced by highenergy outgoing exercises and improvisations.
I met an American company touring a play of Shakespeare whose actors proudly told me about their method
of work: on tour in Yugoslavia, each mpt they wandered
' through the streets of the town shouting out one chosen
line from their role-for instance, uTo be or not to be"-

THE SLYNESS OF BOREDOM

one is not allowed to stand up, as if one would not know
what direction to take. This principle is, without doubt,
very adapted to a military operation, for a good general
undoubtedly brings his allies around a table before sending the tanks into enemy country, but the theatre is something else ...

essary. But I shudder with horror at the Middle European technique which consists of sitting for weeks around

Let us go hac~ for a moment to the differences between
the amateur and the professional. When it concerns singing. dancing or acrobatics, the difference is visible because the techniques are very obvious. In singing, the
note is either correct or not, the dancer wobbles or
doesn't, the acrobat balances or f8lls. For the work of
an actor, the demanda are as great but it is nearly impossible to define the elements that are involved. One
can see at once what is "not right", hut what is needed
for it to be right is so subtle and complex that it is very
difficult to explain. For that reason, when one tries to
find the truth of a relationship between two characters,
the anatytical, military method does not work. It cannot
reach what is behind concepts and beyond definitions in
the immense part of human experience that is hidden in
the shadows.

a table to clarify the meanings of a text before
oneself to feel it in the body. This theory implies that
before having established a kind of intellectual sketch,·'

Personally, I like to link within the same day different
but complementary tasks: preparatory exercises that one
must do regularly in the same way that one weeds and

without allowing themselves to think of anything at all!
They too ended up by being impregnated with their
but I saw the performance and what a mindless mess this
created! Obviously we are speaking here of a technique:[
pushed to the point of absurdity.
In fact, one must combine the two approaches. It
very important in exemining a scene for the first time to
get a taste of it directly, by standing up and acting, like
in an improvisation, without knowing what one is
to find. Discovering the text in a dynamic and aP.tlvA:
fashion is a rich way of exploring it and can give new
depths to the intellectual examination, which is also

w
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waters a garden; then practical work on the play, without

ference between the European movement of shaking a

preconceptions, by throwing oneself in at the deep end
and experimenting; finally, a third phase, one of rational

hand and that of greeting both palms joined in the Indian
manner, or hand on the heart in the Islamic way, is a

analysis, which can bring about a clarification of what

cultural one. From the point of view of the actor, this

one has just done.
This clarification is important only if it is inseparable

theory has absolutely no relevance. We know it is possible

from an intuitive understanding. Working around a table

to be just as hypocritic:al or just as true with the one
gesture as with the
. other. We. can inform a gesture with

gives to analysis, a mental act, a much greater importance

quality and meaning even if it doesn't belong to our cul-

than one gives to the tool of intuition. This tool is more
subtle and goes much further than analysis. Of course,

ture. The actor must know that whatever move:n;tent he
executes, it can either remain an empty shell or he can

intuition alone can also be very dangerous. As soon as

consciously fill it with a true significance. It's up to him.

one approaches the difficult problem inherent in a play,

Quality i4 found in detail. The presence of an actor,
what it is that gives quality to his listening and his looking,

one finds oneself confronted by the necessity of intuition
and the necessity of thought. Both are needed.
We discussed earlier the experiments that consisted in
communicating the greatest possible emotion with the
minimum amount of means. It is very interesting to see
how the slightest expression, be it a word or a gesture,

is something rather mysterious, but not entirely so. It is
not totally beyond his conscious and voluntary capacities. He can find this presence in a certain silence within
himself. What one could call "sacred theatre", the the-

may be empty or full. One can say "Good day" to some-

atre in which the invisible appears, takes root in this
silence, from which all sorts of known and unknown

body without feeling either "good" or "day", and with-

gestures can arise. Through the degree of sensitivity in

out even feeling the person one is speaking to. One may

the movement, an Eskimo will be able to tell at once

shake hands in an automatic manner-C)r else the same

whether an Indian or African gesture is one of welcome

greeting can be illuminated with sincerity.
We have had great discussions with anthropologists

or aggressivity. Whatever the code, a meaning can fill
the form and understanding will be immediate. Theatre

about this theme during our travels. For them the dif- ·.

is always both a search for meaning and a way of making
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this meaning meaningful for others. This is the mystery.
A recognition of mystery is very important. When man
loses his sense of awe. life loses its meaning and it is not
for nothing that in its o~ the theatre was a "mystery". However. the craft of the theatre cannot remain
H the hand that wields the hammer?is immvsterious.
.,
precise in its movement, it will hit the thumb ilnd not
the nail. The ancient function of theatre must always be
respected, but without the sort of respect that sends one ·
to sleep. There is always a ladder to be climbed, leading
from one level of quality to another. But where is this
ladder to be found? Its rimgs are details, the smallest of
details, moment by moment. Details are the craft that
leads to the heart of the mystery.
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